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Tor Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 272 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.5in. x
0.9in.If you enjoyedFifty Shades of Grey by E. L. James, youll love Deep Inside by Polly Frost. I
havent taken my pills for two days. I put them under my tongue and only pretend to swallow. Two
days But arent you---Dangerously oversexed she says. You bet!A dominatrix with a discipline
problem. A nervous virgin tempted by an unearthly sacrifice. Lust-crazed Viagra addicts. A
seductive serial killer. A sexual psychic who can foresee other peoples erotic adventures. And a
street cop hooked on alien ecstasyThe sensual men and women in this sizzling collection are all in
search of the ultimate sexual high. No plain vanilla sex here; driven by insatiable desires, they push
their bodies and souls to the limits, exploring the outer reaches of eroticism. From arcane sexual
rituals to the heights of Hollywood decadence, Deep Inside breaks every taboo as it takes you inside
the throbbing flesh and twisted urges of the kinky, the depraved, and the supernatural. Turn down
the lights and enter a new realm of exotic and forbidden pleasures. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started off reading this ebook. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Marilyne Haag-- Marilyne Haag

Excellent e-book and useful one. It is writter in straightforward phrases rather than confusing. I am just very happy to explain how here is the finest
publication i have got read through in my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for possibly.
-- Viva Schuster-- Viva Schuster
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